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Sacred
Footsteps
Follow the footsteps of our sacred calendar as we journey together towards freedom,
preparation, and ultimately, service. A journey which so poignantly echoes the profound
transitions our world works towards – this most unique Spring of 5781, and beyond.
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Intentioned Preparation

Counting the Omer
Passover - Shavuot
What To Expect:

The Omer

Shavuot

Passover

Sun. May 16 - Tues. May 18

Sat. March 27 - Sun. April 4

What To Expect:

What To Expect:

Passover

A powerful lineup of Pesach Services all Week

Meaningful Touchpoints Along The Way

Revelation

March Towards Freedom

A Virtual 2nd Night Seder, From the Rabbi’s Tables to Yours

A Daily Counting Experience with the Daily Minyan

An Evening Learning Experience as Only Adas Can Do It

Shavuot

A Powerful Lineup of Shavuot Services

Multiple Learning Experiences with our Clergy
Sacred Preparation in the Parking Lot
Liturgy and Holiday Guidance as Only Adas can do it
More Passover Information on Page 6 of The Chronicle

Full Schedule & Registration
Coming Soon
adasisrael.org

OUR VOICES

Clergy Corner
R A B B I SA R A H KR INSKY

SCENES FROM PURIM

TIME UNLOCKED
Meditations on Past, Present, and Future

The Pesach seder plays with time in always creative, sometimes
counterintuitive, and occasionally contradictory ways.
Our haggadah—itself an anthology from across centuries and
generations—collapses past, present, and future, bringing stories
of antiquity into the here and now while simultaneously reaching
into a tomorrow that is both achingly distant and tantalizingly
present.
Two of the most well-known passages from the haggadah
capture this dissonance. On the one hand, in the passage that
begins “ha lachma anya,” “this is the bread of affliction,” we
declare:

חֹורין
ִ  לְ ָשנָ ה ַה ָב ָאה ְבנֵ י, ָה ַש ָתא עַ ְב ֵדי. לְ ָשנָ ה ַה ָב ָאה ְב ַא ְרעָ א ְדיִ ְש ָר ֵאל,ָה ַש ָתא ָהכָ א
Now we are here; next year may we be in the land of Israel. This
year we are enslaved; next year may we be free.
This passage reminds us: we are still, in so many ways, enslaved.
We are stuck in a reality, constrained by a narrowness, that leaves
so much potential for growth, so much room for liberation.
And yet the seder also demands that we pronounce:

בכָ ל ּדֹור וָ דֹור ַח ִיָבים ָאנּו לִ ְראֹות ֶאת ַעצְ ֵמנּו כְ ִאּלּו יָ צָ אנּו ִמ ִמצְ ַריִ ם.ְ

And yet, our ritual requires that even in these moments of
confinement—even as we reenact traveling from Egypt—we still
give ourselves the experience of liberation. We lift up the places
where redemption already lives. And as we approach this year’s
seder, there is certainly much to marvel at in terms of the progress
that has advanced since Pesach last year. In the midst of the pain
and the loss and the isolation, this year has also witnessed the
miracle of science (and the hard work of scientists) in bringing
about treatments and vaccines. What at this time last year was
only in its beginning is now approaching the beginning of its
end. This year has opened up new possibilities for connection to
tefillah, to learning, to social action, and to one another that we
could neither have predicted nor imagined last March. We sit at
this year’s seder stronger, more resilient, more intentional, and,
yes, more free than we were at this time last year.
This Pesach, just like every generation before us, we are at
once enslaved and liberated, confined and free, pushing against
narrowness and marveling at the expanse. May we approach this
holiday with space for the pain, with gratitude for the progress,
and with lasting and eternal hope for an ever more redeemed
future in the year and years to come. Chag kasher v’sameach.

In every generation, all must see themselves as if they themselves
were liberated from Egypt.
This passage reminds us: we are free. We have been liberated;
we have already made it out of Egypt. We have already enacted
the journey, m’avdut l’cheirut, from slavery to redemption.
Both of these reflections—as incompatible as they may be—have
poignant and particular resonance this year. On the one hand,
many of us will once again celebrate Pesach from the confines
of our homes. We will still be Zooming with family members
or loved ones from across the country or the world, blessedly
connected through the screens but still painfully physically
distant. Last Pesach, we joked, “This year on Zoom, next year
in person!” And yet, what we thought then would pass in mere
months still lingers. For many, the haggadah’s cry, “This year we
are trapped, next year may we be free,” is still all too literal.
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HEARTFELT GRATITUDE TO THE NEARLY 1,000 ADAS ISRAEL FAMILY MEMBERS
WHO TRAVERSED THROUGH TIME THIS HOLIDAY, and the thousands more who
participated online.

YOU SAVED ADAS FROM TIME ITSELF!
Spring 2021 5

H O L I DAYS @ A DAS

Passover Services
Second Night
Community Seder
In-Person & Online

A DAS I S R A E L .OR G/ PAS S OV E R

with Adas Clergy
SU N DAY, MA R C H 2 8 @ 6 : 3 0 PM
Join Rabbis Holtzblatt, Alexander and Krinsky (virtually) at
their family tables for the second night seder.
This multi-faceted evening will include video recorded
insights from world-renowned scholars, small groups for
discussion, socializing, and enjoying the meal together.
We’ll capture all the most important parts of the Haggadah
together, while also giving each participant space to bring
their own experiences into the Seder.
Be prepared for thought-provoking discussion, joyful
song and inspired traditions! Together, we will march
towards hope and freedom, see wonders, and give thanks
for the abundant blessings in our lives.

Register online at adasisrael.org/passover.

We are blessed to have the opportunity to stream all of
our chag (holiday), chol hamoed (weekday), and Shabbat
services live throughout the Passover holiday. We will also
be offering select services in-person (pre-registration
required). Please visit our Passover webpage to view the
full schedule along with Zoom, livestream, and Facebook
live links.

Biur Hametz
Burning of the Hametz with Hazzan Goldsmith
FRI DAY, MARCH 26, 10 AM
VI EW L I V E OR JOI N IN-PER SON

Burn your leftover chametz with Hazzan Rachel
Goldsmith live on the Adas Facebook page or in-person in
the Adas Parking Lot. Hazzan Goldsmith will be reviewing
the blessing and customs for this Passover tradition. The
burning of hametz should be completed by about 10 am.

PASSOVER SERVICE SCHEDULE
Thursday, March 25
7:30 am • Shacharit/Siyyum Bechorot

PAS S OV E R @ A DAS

S AT U R D AY, M A R C H 2 7 — S U N D AY, A P R I L 4

The eight-day festival of Passover celebrates the emancipation
of the Israelites from slavery in ancient Egypt. It is observed by
avoiding leaven, and highlighted by the Seder experiences and the
retelling of the Exodus. It is of course a deeply poignant moment
for us to observe Passover this year, given our realities. Together,
we will march towards hope and freedom, see wonders, and give
thanks for the abundant blessings in our lives. Dayenu. Please join
us as we celebrate the holiday of freedom, together.

Friday, March 26 (day before Erev Pesach)
7:30 am • Morning Minyan on Zoom
10 am • Biur Chametz with Hazzan Goldsmith
5:15 pm • Mincha
6 pm • Kabbalat Shabbat with Rabbi Alexander
Erev Pesach, Saturday, March 27
9:30 am • Shabbat Hagadol Service with Rabbi Sarah Krinsky &
Hazzan Goldsmith
6 pm • Maariv for Chag
Day 1, Sunday, March 28
9:30 am • Shacharit Service, Hallel & Tal with Rabbi Holtzblatt &
Cantor Brown
6 pm • Evening Minyan on Zoom with Hazzan Goldsmith
6:30 pm • Second Night Community Seder with Rabbis Holtzblatt,
Alexander, and Krinsky
Day 2, Monday, March 29
10 am • Shacharit Service, Hallel & Torah Reading w/ TEM
8 pm • Maariv/Havdalah with Rabbi Alexander
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Day 3, Tuesday, March 30
7:30 am • Shacharit & Hallel
6 pm • Mincha & Maariv
Day 4, Wednesday, March 31
7:30 am • Shacharit & Hallel
6 pm • Mincha & Maariv
Day 5, Thursday, April 1
7:30 am • Shacharit & Hallel in the Parking Lot Live
6 pm • Mincha & Maariv
Day 6, Friday, April 2
7:30 am • Shacharit & Hallel
5:15 pm • Mincha
6 pm • Kabbalat Chag/Shabbat, Cantor Brown with the Mayer Brothers
Day 7, Saturday, April 3
9:30 am • Shacharit Service & Hallel with Rabbi Krinsky, Cantor Brown,
and Hazzan Goldsmith
9:30 am • Shacharit Service w/ TEM in Parking Lot
6 pm • Maariv with Hazzan Goldsmith
Day 8, Sunday, April 4
10 am • Shacharit/Hallel & Yizkor w/ Rabbi Alexander & Cantor Brown
8:15 pm • Maariv & Havdalah with Rabbi Krinsky
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MakomDC

ONGOING LEARNING

ONGOING LEARNING

MakomDC

FEATURED LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES
Friday Parsha Study with Adas Clergy
FRIDAY MORNINGS @ 1 PM
Join us for an exclusive in-depth look at the Torah portion. On alternating Fridays, Rabbi Holtzblatt will explore
the parsha through the lens of Hassidut and mysticism; Rabbi Alexander will use the Talmud as the prism for
the weekly reading; and Rabbi Krinsky will teach the hidden recesses of the parsha’s passages and discover its
meaning and relevance.

Ve-Dibarta Bam—Torah That Speaks to You & Me:

Boker Or Shabbat Study

Learning, Living, and Exploring in Adas Israel’s Virtual Biran Beit Midrash
There’s always a way into Jewish learning. This year we intend to capture the passion and expertise of our
core teachers and offer topics in text learning that will inspire deep learning, generate new knowledge, and
open up critical conversation. Each month, for the first two Tuesday evenings, a rabbi (Holtzblatt, Alexander,
Krinsky, or Yolkut) will offer a two-part mini-series that will tackle essential subjects in Judaism, with close
attention to the textual tradition that inspires so much of Jewish life today. The third Tuesday of each month
will be taught by one of our Mendelson Scholars. To learn more, visit adasisrael.org/makomdc.

SATURDAY MORNINGS @ 8:30 AM
The Boker Or Torah study group meets Saturday mornings at 8:30 am with the weekly portion as its focus.
Join our clergy and community over Zoom each week for an engaging, text-based conversation on the week’s
parsha, before Shabbat services. *Note: Zoom meeting will begin before Shabbat starts. All participants who
would like to join the class before Shabbat and leave their devices open for Boker Or study may do so.

Intro to Judaism 2.0
WEDNESDAY, MAY 5 @ 7:30-9 PM

To learn more visit adasisrael.org/makomdc

This course is designed for alumni of Intro to Judaism. Each of the four sessions will focus on a practical
aspect of Jewish life, incorporating the learning from the Intro class into everyday routines and spaces. Topics
will include living Jewish space, creating a Jewish kitchen, observing Jewish time, and practicing Jewish ritual.
The class will meet virtually until the Adas building has been re-opened (virtual options will continue through
the pandemic).

2021 SPRING MENDELSON SCHOLARS

Dr. Mara Benjamin

ADVANCED LEARNING WITH ADAS CLERGY

TUESDAY, APRIL 20 @ 7: 3 0 PM
Mara H. Benjamin is Irene Kaplan Leiwant Associate Professor and Chair of Jewish Studies at
Mount Holyoke College in South Hadley, MA. She holds a PhD in modern Jewish thought from
Stanford University and has taught at the University of Washington, Yale University, and St. Olaf
College. Register online at adasisrael.org/makomdc.

Dr. Joy Ladin
TUESDAY, JUNE 8 @ 7: 3 0 PM
Sponsored by the Annie Bass Yellen Scholarship Fund
Dr. Joy Ladin is a professor of English and holds the David and Ruth Gottesman Chair in English
at Stern College of Yeshiva University. Register online at adasisrael.org/makomdc.

MAKOMDC TWO-PART POD SERIES WITH ADAS CLERGY
*New Offering! Each of our rabbis will bring his or her passion and expertise to three core areas of Jewish life
and living. Each session will be devoted to a deep-dive textual exploration of the chosen topic. While these
classes are labeled as “advanced,” and may assume some working knowledge of the topic, all are welcome to
join, and each learner will gain new insight that will expand his or her knowledge and skills.
Rabbi Aaron Alexander
Tuesdays, April 6 & 13 @ 7:30 pm
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Rabbi Sarah Krinsky
Tuesdays, May 4 & 11 @ 7:30 pm
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Advanced Halakhah (Jewish Law) with Rabbi Aaron Alexander
MARCH 23 @ 7:30 PM
Rabbi Alexander will lead learners in a textual exploration of a topic in Jewish law, using original sources
without translation. This series is designed primarily for those with previous experience studying classical
rabbinic texts in Hebrew/Aramaic.

Advanced Mysticism with Rabbi Lauren Holtzblatt
APRIL 27 & JUNE 15 @ 7:30 PM
This class will offer a deep dive into Jewish mystical practices of centering the mind. We will explore the
teachings of the Piacezno Rebbe, Rabbi Nachman of Breslov, the Zohar, and HaRav Kook. We will look into
the specific Hasidic theologies of each teacher and delve into their mindfulness practices. Each class will
conclude with a “mindfulness lab,” a chance to try on the practice we study.

Advanced Musar with Rabbi Sarah Krinsky
MAY 25 @ 7:30 PM
Delve deeply into the practice of musar, a guided journey through middot (traits) that help us to better
understand who we are, notice and hone our key attributes, and show up as our best selves in the world. Each
session will focus on one particular middah and will include text study from rabbinic sources about the trait as
well as guidance for incorporating reflection and practice in our own lives.

Spring 2021
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Musical Moments at Adas
Brought to you by Cantor Arianne Brown
& the Musical Moments Committee

Spring 2021 Programming
Musical Moments at Home Series

Wednesday April 14 @ 7 pm—FB Live
Israeli Independence Day Music and Singalong

Celebrate Yom Ha’atzmaut with Israeli guitarist Zvika Sharabi!
Zvika Sharabi’s musical career in Israel included performing on national radio, as
a studio musician, conducting youth rock bands, and teaching in music schools.
Since arriving in the United States in 2009, Zvika has performed and taught
music at various Jewish congregations, hosted several Israeli singalongs and
other music events for the IAC and the Israeli embassy, and taught at the School
of Rock. He is currently part of the musical team at Adas Israel Congregation,
music instructor at Milton Gottesman Jewish Day School, and the owner of
Dizzy Fingers Music Lessons.

Composers’ Corner Series

Wednesday Torah Bite @ noon, March 31, April 21, May 26, June 23
In this popular, engaging series, Cantor Brown will interview celebrated and up-and-coming composers.
Hear them perform and discuss their music and the methods behind their creative compositions.
Wednesdays at noon on Facebook Live, available for viewing afterward at www.adasisrael.org/
musicalmoments.

Havdalah Singing Circle
with Rabbi Josh Warshawsky
March 20, April 24, May 22

Join us over Facebook Live for special musical havdalah services led by Rabbi Josh Warshawsky. As
Shabbat leaves us, Josh will lead us in song following havdalah to keep the warm Shabbat feeling
lingering in our homes.
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Meet Our Musicians
Featuring Alan Yellowitz
How did you first become connected to Adas?
In 2012, I was hired to play at Temple Micah for a service. Rabbi
Lauren saw me and called a few days later to ask me if I would be
interested in joining the Return Again band. It’s been nine years
with Adas, and it is truly my second most favorite place to play.
My favorites are the gigs I get to play with my daughter Jessica, a
singer songwriter who graduated with a commercial song writing
degree from MTSU in Murfreesboro, TN.
Tell us about your musical pursuits outside of music Adas.
I started drumming in the fifth grade and became active in all of
the school bands from junior high to high school orchestra, jazz
band, and the Walt Whitman Marching band. I also played in the
University of Maryland’s Jazz band. In 1991 I started playing with
a group of six friends in a band called Face the Fish. We were
primarily an original rock band that also played covers. We had
an incredible following and stayed together for 18 (chai) years.
In 2009 we stopped playing but did a yearly reunion show until
2017.
In 2009 I took my passion for drums and percussion and started
The Beat Goes On. We are best known for our senior health and
wellness programs, especially working with Alzheimer’s and dementia-related organizations. This is what differentiates us from
entertainment; we stimulate and use protocols that engage both physically and mentally and often are documented in an individual’s
progress reports. Every caretaker, volunteer, ombudsman, health provider, and family member who experiences our program is
stimulated, motivated, and simply in awe of the vibrant atmosphere created.
How would you encourage those who feel they are “rhythmically challenged”?
Yes, there are people with a bad sense of rhythm. From my experience, those people thought, “I’m just not good at rhythm” and never
tried to learn. With a little guidance, they could find a basic beat. We all have a heart that produces the most beautiful rhythm of all,
the rhythm of life.
What do you love most about your musical involvement at Adas?
I love being part of the High Holy Days at Adas. Growing up Conservative in Bethesda, we never experienced the type of musical
service we see today. I never thought I’d see the day when drums and percussion would be part of a service, let alone that I’d play up
on the bima . . . I feel so blessed and I’m so humbled to be playing with musicians like Vasily Popov and Seth Kibel and Cantor Brown.
It really is an honor.
How does playing percussion during a service influence your spiritual experience?
Because I grew up in a Conservative temple, the foundation of Adas is similar to what I remember growing up. The melodies bring
me back to my youth, but getting to play with the words/prayers I grew up with is so special. It’s hard to describe how amazing it is
for me to be a part of Adas. Spiritually I feel a very strong connection to G-D, and it has become a huge shining light in my life. Light,
Love, Redemption, I hear these words often and truly feel them being a part of the Adas family.

Stay Up To Date!

adasisrael.org/musicalmoments
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SPRING ART EXHIBITION

Spring Art Exhibition
This spring, Adas Israel is proud to host Identity and
Authenticity, an international art exhibition in our Quebec
Street lobby. In partnership with Day Eight, a Jewish
arts organization, and curated by Dr. Ori Soltes from
Georgetown University, more than 70 works of visual art
will be with us during the period of the omer, the seven
weeks between the Pesach and Shavuot.
Like the process of creating art, the omer recalls the
planting, sowing, and waiting for something to emerge.
Through their visions, dedication, and their steady hands,
the painters, spray painters, photographers, graphic
artists, sculptors, and collage and textile artists, the Torah
that blooms in this exhibition delivers us to a moment of
celebration. Look for upcoming announcements about
lectures, a panel discussion with Adas clergy, an exhibition
catalogue, accessibility for people who are blind or have
low vision, and timed entry to the building to view the
artwork.
Inner Life of a Golem by Chicago area artist Judith Joseph;
woodblock print, 20” x 16,” 2019.

JMCW @ ADAS

JMCW@ADAS
jewish mindfulness center of washington

My soul perceives your light.
Let my body discern it, too.
~ R AV N AC H MA N O F B R ESLOV

The body without the spirit is a corpse;
the spirit without the body is a ghost.
~ R A B B I A B R A H AM JOSH UA H ESC H EL

During this past January’s Martin Luther King Jr. Shabbat with The Temple in Atlanta and its community partner, Ebenezer Baptist
Church, Rabbi Lydia Medwin noted that there is no word in ancient Hebrew for history; rather the word remember (zakar/ )זכורis
used. (Modern Hebrew uses historia/היסטֹורי.)
ִ This speaks to how our tradition recognizes that history is not a stand-alone, but is an
immutable part of us and is ensconced in our memory.
Rabbi Arthur Green writes that “ancient memory is embedded in our lives as Jews.” This is seen in many of our traditions: rituals
around Torah and tallit, liturgy that weaves together words across centuries, stories passed down through generations, and, of course,
holiday observances. Passover is a perfect illustration. The storytelling central to our seder is animated by embodied practices: we
lean on pillows, taste salty tears, savor bitter and sweet, drink (and drink!) the fruit of the vine, and, as Rabbi Green says in his latest
book, Judaism for the World, “[w]e still eat that thin, crunchy stuff, bread like that which people made before we settled down, before
we had ovens.”
These sensory experiences are more than cognitive recollection; they awaken our physical memory and response. We don’t just
discuss freedom, we conduct our seder to embody going from bondage to liberation, so that we all feel as though we have actually
been redeemed from Mitzrayim. This acting out of the Exodus can tap into a range of emotions: gratitude for our freedom as Jews, a
call to action to protect the liberty of others (“for you were strangers in the land of Egypt”), and facing ways in which our own spirits
may be captive and not quite free. And while we practice this art of ancient memory, each seder imprints upon us remembrances,
anew: the taste of your beloved grandmother’s gefilte fish, the sound of your father’s raspy rendition of Chad Gadya, the sight of a
worn and wine-stained haggadah.
As we approach our second pandemic Pesach, it is worth considering how memories of this past year plus will land in our bodies.
Recent scientific research looks at how personal, familial, and societal distress are carried in the body, often remaining well beyond
the point of trauma. Mindfulness practices can continue to bring comfort and ease to these difficult times, yet we need to address
how these many months of isolation and loss may be carried in body and soul. JMCW is developing programs to explore this and to
bring our communal practices to meet this moment, so please watch for announcements on our website and newsletters. Wishing
everyone chag sameach and the blessings of warm memories—old and new.

The Jewish Mindfulness Center of Washington @ Adas (JMCW) offers services,
programs, and workshops that help deepen contemplative practices as part of our
individual and communal religious and spiritual lives. Watch this space each month
to follow these JMCW offerings. Visit our Adas web page at adasisrael.org/jmcw,
where you can also subscribe to our weekly newsletter. Find us on Facebook,
JMCW at Adas Israel!
From the Book of Jewish History by DC area artist Marilyn Banner;
ink and photo-transfer on dyed yellow canvas, 32” x 25” x .75,” 2014.
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Hamotzi Lechem Min Ha-aretz (bakery mural, Los Angeles) by DC area artist
Hillel Smith; photograph of painted mural, 14” x 11,” 2018.

adasisrael.org/jmcw
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E D U CAT I O N D E PA RT M E N T

E D U CAT I O N D E PA RT M E N T

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT IN THE RELIGIOUS SCHOOL

PAM E LA G O RI N

One of the benefits of working in a virtual setting this year has been expanding
our professional development opportunities. We have been excited to offer
multiple opportunities for our staff to engage in subjects that most interest
them. We were able to use our own experts and to reach out to the broader
community. In February, we offered a choice of several workshops:

From the Director of Education
R A B B I K E R R IT H S O LOMO N
•
Ma’alot has always been one of my “happy places.” Each year I continue to be impressed and inspired by our high school students,
and this year has been no exception. No matter how tired we may be as we head into Tuesday evenings, the warm and committed
community I find brings new energy to each of our classes and conversations. Our space together is sacred. In it we share learning,
listening, the chaos of this world, and one another. And while we have some amazing classes this semester (keep reading for more
details!), what I find most noteworthy is that these smart, talented, and exhausted students continue to “show up”— with both their
attendance and their participation. We know that this is not something that happens in a vacuum. It is a testament to the years of
learning and relationships that our students and teachers have built over the years, and it is a privilege to be a place that provides
meaning and comfort during these times.
We are endlessly grateful to our Ma’alot staff whose members have invested so much time into this program, including Dr. Guy Ziv,
David Diamond, David Schreiber, Ben Wacks, Tessa Rudnick, and Molly Fisch-Friedman. And this year we have had some special
guest teachers joining us from near and far. Noah Shufutinsky (also known as Westside Gravy) joined us from Israel to teach an
elective on Lyrical Limmud. Aiden Pink, who taught at Adas several years ago before continuing his journey as an editor for The
Forward and now as a rabbinical student, is back to teach on Journalism and Judaism. And, a little closer to home, beloved Adas
musician Micah Hendler is running one of his signature programs, the Raise Your Voice Lab, for our older students.
We are all looking for those bright spots in our lives that “fill our buckets,” and I feel blessed to know that I will find that each
Tuesday night. We look forward to sharing more of our highlights with you as well!

•

• Text Study with Rabbi Kerrith Solomon. Using text as a source of inspiration,
the staff discussed what it means to transmit Jewish knowledge from generation
to generation, and Rabbi Kerrith taught text on what our tradition says about
learners and teachers.
• Inclusion in a Virtual Setting and Beyond led by Stephanie Slater, Director
of Early Childhood Development and Family Support, and Pam Gorin. In this
workshop, participants had a chance to learn about what inclusion means and
how to incorporate tools, for both the in-person classroom and the virtual world.
Using Virtual Tools in the Online Classroom with Tessa Rudnick, who led a discussion about what tools teachers
have been using this year, which ones were particularly successful, and some new tools to think about as we
headed into the second half of the year.
One-on-one Zoom Training with Rory Doehring.

Finally, in early March, our entire staff participated in a workshop on “Creating an Anti-Racist Classroom” with Beckee
Birger, Director of Education and Movement Building at the Jewish Council of Urban Affairs. The workshop left us
doing some deep reflection about ourselves and our teaching.
We believe that educators should be lifelong learners—that the learning never stops, and we can learn so much from
each other, members of the greater community, and, most important, our students. We have been energized by the
enthusiastic response of our staff and are looking forward to creating more opportunities for learning in the future.

TEFILLAH IN THE VIRTUAL WORLD

TESSA RU D N I C K

During in-person religious school, our students gather together twice a week for
tefillah—singing familiar melodies and learning the words of our tradition. This
year we’ve been faced with a challenge that isn’t unique to Adas or to our school:
how can we pray together in a virtual setting?
We’ve approached this challenge by exploring several different models since
school began in October. On Sundays, we stream Shacharit with our amazing
song leaders on YouTube Live. Meanwhile, weekly videos for our mid-week
classes allow our teachers to customize tefillah for their classrooms. We’ve
added weekly parsha chats, along with mystery guest interviews bringing Adas
clergy and other familiar faces back into the classrooms.

Rabbi Ben Shalva and Rabbi Josh Warshawsky can be seen leading our follow-along
Sunday morning Shacharit services.
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Familiar Adas faces join us every week for
Mincha/Ma’ariv.

As a school, we always strive to be responsive to the needs of our students
and teachers, and this has been more important than ever this year. We have
been tasked with re-inventing tefillah and given the opportunity to experiment.
Through these new models, we have found new moments of connection. During
Shacharit, Mincha, and Ma’ariv, we get to sing with Rabbi Ben Shalva, who is
no longer in the DC area, and Rabbi Josh Warshawsky, who joins us all the way
from Columbus, OH. We also get to hear from members of the Adas community
whom we’ve been missing. We get to see families gather together on Zoom to
sing Ma’ariv melodies. Virtual tefillah is certainly very different from what we’re
used to, but it has also opened up new ways of being together.

December
Spring 2021
2017 15
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E D U CAT I O N D E PA RT M E N T

CREATING A RESPONSIVE MENU OF YOUTH SERVICES

RO RY DOE HRING

The Education Team has spent the past year developing innovative and engaging
programs for the students enrolled in the Estelle & Melvin Gelman Religious
School, but also for the children and families of our wider Adas community. As
we shifted to a virtual model last spring, the team came together to develop a
fresh new slate of Shabbat programs inspired by the content our families already
know and love. Among the many changes our current context created, we are
so glad that we’ve been able to connect our students with familiar faces from far
afield.
Currently, we offer three different Shabbat programs every month, each targeted
toward a different age group. For young children, Zamar Ben leads a Shabbat
morning service twice a month with the option to participate in-person in the
Adas parking lot. These song-filled mornings have been a big hit and sometimes
even have waitlists for in-person attendance!
For our 3rd- to 5th-grade students, Sarah (Attermann) Topal, who recently moved away from the area, Zooms in to
lead Junior Congregation once a month. Our virtual world means we are able to continue our relationship with her,
even though she’s in a different time zone! Rabbi Kerrith Solomon, Cantor Arianne Brown, and our Adas musicians
also lead a Kabbalat Shabbat family service each month for all ages, with Zoom participation from families in our
community.
We continue to listen to our community, building on what works and looking for new opportunities to host engaging
Shabbat programming. If you haven’t yet been able to join us for any of these programs, we’d love to see you there
soon!

MICHAEL STERN
SCHOLARSHIP
ANNOUNCED

The synagogue has announced the establishment by his family of the Michael Stern
Torah Study Scholarship Fund, intended to help launch Adas Israel’s young people
into their own explorations of the intellectual and spiritual heritage of our people. It
is named in memory of one of this synagogue’s own great sages, Michael Stern, who
engaged in Torah study for its own sake, advancing to the level of “master teacher,” a
designation conferred in 2018 by our senior rabbis.
Michael was propelled only by his desire to learn the profound teachings of our
tradition and to impart them to various segments of his community. For decades,
Michael offered Divrei Torah in the daily minyan, the traditional egalitarian minyan,
and the Havurah, where he served for more than 40 years as ba’al Koreh.
In this last capacity, Michael trained over 150 people to chant from the Torah scroll.
He also was a leading force in his Adas Israel-based study group now approaching its
50th anniversary. There Michael created numerous curricula, with topics ranging from
Jewish mysticism, to personalities of the Talmud, to modern Jewish authors.
This fund will assist young adult members of Adas Israel, including those attending
high school or college, and is available for any level of learning. Accepted applicants
may use money dispensed to participate in programs or courses of study “lishma” (for
its own sake) at institutions such as the Jewish Study Center, Hadar, Svara, Brandeis
Bardin Institute, and others. The fund will be administered by Rabbi Kerrith Solomon
and Rabbi Sarah Krinsky. The program begins immediately; applications for 2021 will
be received and considered on a rolling basis.
Please visit adasisrael.org/makomdc to complete the form.
All questions can be directed to Rabbi Sarah Krinsky at Rabbi.Krinsky@adasisrael.org.

PATHWAYS
Safe, wonderful ways for children
to engage with peers, teachers, and
community, every day.

“Look at me; I have paint all over my arms!”
The three-year-old student’s whole arm was, indeed, covered in
paint. Her neighbor had dipped both fists fully into cups of paint and
was now watching gravity and pressure extract the gooey substance
from her clasped hands. In a former classroom of mine, they were at
a large table covered in newspaper, on top of which sat several cups
of brightly colored paint, each with a paintbrush placed neatly inside.
Pieces of goopy construction paper littered the table. The teacher
watched and chatted with the students. I was struck by the teacher’s
verbal participation.

Bertrand Russell, an English philosopher and contemporary of
Dewey’s, wrote about why children need to be given autonomy in
their education. He explains that if society’s goal is to recapitulate
itself, then teachers can set the agenda and be done with it; but if
society’s goal is improvement of the human condition, then children
must be allowed to follow divergent paths in their education. They
must be encouraged to develop new ways of thinking and doing. Their
education should prepare them to approach a novel situation and
probe and critique its assumed parameters. If we can only see things
as they are, we have no hope of creating a brighter future.

“I noticed you made a new color, one that we didn’t start with in the paint
jars,” she commented, as the student stepped back and wondered at
the odd white-gray color that looked back at her.

So, what of our two young girls, arms covered in paint? They are
flexing their capacity to be change agents. They are busily engaged
in subversive activities, seeking out non-standard ways of using
materials and interacting with the world. “Orthodoxy is the grave
of intelligence,” Russell wrote. When we limit children to narrowlydesigned activities, meant to be enjoyed in one particular (orthodox)
manner, we deprive them of needed opportunities to develop
intellect, imagination, and the capacity to create a better world. So
at the art table, we follow children and lean in to their perspective
instead of offering them a narrow path of engagement.

Why was the teacher following the children instead of the other way
around? The teacher certainly could have said, “Let’s make sure to use
the paint brushes properly. Here, watch how I do it.”

How do you respond when your child uses materials or ideas in
divergent ways? As parents and educators, how can we assist children
in seeing new and interesting versions of the world?

“Is it cold or warm?” she asked the student who stared at her hand
immersed in a jar of paint.
“Is it smooth or is it bumpy?” she asked as a student swam her fingers
across her paper in a puddle of paint.

John Dewey added vigor to the nascent progressive education
movement a century ago when he wrote about the child as a vital
citizen, worthy and capable of intellectual activity. The progressive era
of education welcomed the child’s voice in the classroom and for the
first time, teachers began to listen to our students. We realized, and
are still realizing, the power of giving children space in which to create
something that we have not expected of them.

ganpathways.org
Proudly Presented by Gan HaYeled Preschool
at Adas Israel Congregation
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tikkunolam

since these individuals are the unsung heroes of this pandemic.
Fulfilling their roles as parents is what they always do, but now
they are also teachers, recreation directors, counselors, therapists,
referees, and more. Plus many are also working full-time. Hesed
wanted to show these parents how much we appreciate, admire,
and support them.

'REPA I RI NG T HE WO RL D '

SOCIAL ACTION
Over the last year, the Social Action Committee has changed the
way we do our holy work of tikkun olam: socially-distanced food
drop-offs, guest speakers on Zoom, and finding new ways to
keep our community connected and moving forward. We’ve also
added new initiatives while continuing our work with longtime
partners. Never joined us, but want to? We’d love to make a
shidduch between your interests and our work. Please reach
out at any time to co-chairs Brad Brooks-Rubin (barubin10@
hotmail.com) or Liz Scheier (liz.scheier@gmail.com); we’d love
to talk to you. You can also find a list of concrete, up-to-date
ways to help on our website, adasisrael.org/socialaction. Please
join us in this critical (and remote!) work.

•

•

•
Our events have gone virtual! In the last few months, we have:
•
Welcomed DC Councilmember Elissa Silverman to speak to
the team about the city’s priorities.
•
Hosted a call with a panel of experts on the Uyghur crisis,
including Sophie Richardson, China Director, Human Rights
Watch; Serena Oberstein, Executive Director, Jewish World
Watch; Louisa Greve, Director of Global Advocacy for the
Uighur Human Rights Project; and Nurnisa Kurban, an LAbased Uighur activist.
•
Built relationships with other social justice organizations
and partnered with Hesed to bring food to our neighbors
in need.
Our key initiatives for this year:
•
The Uyghurs are a Muslim minority group living in
Northwest China. Over the past few years, China has
perpetrated human rights abuses against this population,
including imprisoning over a million Uyghurs in forced labor
camps and “disappearing” thousands more. As Jews and as
human beings, we feel a moral obligation to respond to this
genocide. Adas is developing a new team to work on the
Uyghur crisis.
•
We are partnering with WIN, a broad-based, multiracial, multi-faith, nonpartisan organization, to address
community issues such as housing affordability and public
safety. Our current campaign, in partnership with Temple
Sinai, is supporting efforts to bring affordable housing to
Ward 3.
•
We continue to deliver food and much-needed supplies to
the Martinsburg Union Rescue in Martinsburg, WV, which
serves veterans, those affected by the opioid epidemic, and
others in need throughout the area.
•
We remain in close touch with organizations in DC providing
direct service to local communities, despite changes in
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protocols, and have developed connections with the Ward
3 Mutual Aid Society, Sasha Bruce Youth Network, We Are
Family, Anne Frank House, and others and are exploring
additional ways to support the community.
We are advocating on behalf of refugee and asylum-seeking
communities, through the IRC Family Mentoring Program,
sale of challah covers made by refugee women in Amman
through the Collateral Repair Project’s Hope Workshop, and
increasing efforts to provide remote tutoring to students
from refugee families through Solutions in Hometown
Connections and other organizations.
We are collaborating with community leaders and other
synagogues to address the “digital divide” in DC during a
sustained period of virtual learning in which severe racial
inequities are deepening.
We are joining Temple Sinai and Tifereth Israel as well as
other local synagogues to strengthen our engagement and
advocacy around the DC Budget.

We thank you for all of the hard work you do and the kindness
and caring you show to the world in this difficult time.
—SAC co-chairs Brad Brooks-Rubin and Liz Scheier

INCLUSION
This
February,
Adas
Israel
celebrated
Jewish
Disability
Awareness and Inclusion Month
(JDAIM) and re-affirmed our
commitment
to
inclusion
as a sacred value. Under the
leadership of its chair, Rabbi
Lauren Tuchman, the Inclusion
Task Force (ITF) created two
meaningful
opportunities
to
explore this value in our community. Rabbi Rebecca Dubowe,
the first deaf female rabbi, joined Rabbi Sarah Krinsky and
Hazzan Rachel Goldsmith for Shabbat services on February 13
and gave a powerful d’var Torah about “Na’aseh v’nishmah: What
we will do so we CAN listen.”
The following day, Rabbi Tuchman and Rabbi Krinsky were
joined by three panelists—Joe Shapiro of NPR, Jim Weisman
of the United Spinal Association, and Sheryl Grossman of Yad
HaChazakah—to learn more about how the covid pandemic is
affecting people with disabilities. The panelists were introduced
by Marcie Goldstein and Steve Lieberman, both of whom also
serve on the ITF. For a transcript of the discussion or to find
out about joining the Inclusion Task Force, email inclusion@
adasisrael.org.

The Hesed Committee continues to grow and adapt to
accommodate how we cope with the pandemic. Hesed will
always focus on building community and taking care of each
other. Endless ways exist to reach that goal so Hesed is always
looking for new opportunities.

On January 30, following a special Havdalah service led by
Rabbi Holtzblatt, parents of school-age children were given the
opportunity to sign up for a fun and exciting magic show for their
kids. The magician, Drew Blue Shoes, provided the children with
a rollicking program of magic to give the parents a much-needed
break to enjoy some time to themselves. Nearly 60 families
participated. We thank the parents who are doing so much to
keep their families safe and secure during the pandemic.

Here are a few of our new adaptations:
If you would like to volunteer with Hesed (cooking, making
phone calls, being a pen pal, and more), please contact hesed@
adasisrael.org.

HESED COOKS @ HOME
Since we cannot cook in the Adas kitchen and stock up our
Hesed freezers, we have pivoted toward a new way to do Hesed
Cooking to help our community partners who struggle with
food insecurity. Since November, the Hesed Cooking Team
has organized Hesed Cooks @ Home. Our chef extraordinaire,
Susan Barocas, develops yummy and nutritious recipes that Adas
members can cook at home. The frozen cooked food is dropped
off at the Adas parking lot on a designated date. Shortly after the
food is dropped off, our Social Action Team swings into action
and delivers the food to community partners such as the Anne
Frank House, refugee families, the TraRon Center, We Are Family,
the Martinsburg Union Rescue Mission in West Virginia, and more.

ANNE FRANK HOUSE UPDATE

This new way of Hesed cooking has been incredibly successful,
with the most recent cooking event yielding enough food to
feed nearly 400 individuals. Hesed Cooking @ Home also gives
families an opportunity to cook together. We know of a grandma
who cooks with her granddaughters on Zoom to prepare the
Hesed food.
Watch for the monthly Hesed Cooks @ Home opportunities.
Please join us!

HESED HONORS PARENTS OF SCHOOL-AGE CHILDREN
Front line workers, including doctors, nurses, grocery workers,
first responders, delivery drivers, and others, continue to be
thanked for their incredible service to keep our community safe
and functioning. However, there is another category of front line
workers who are not getting the credit they deserve: parents of
school-age children. Hesed wanted to do something about that

November 15: Yom Iyyun with the Estelle & Melvin
Gelman Religious School
It’s been a long tradition for the Estelle & Melvin Gelman
Religious School to set aside a Sunday each year for students to
learn and support Anne Frank House. This year, students were
treated to a virtual presentation, featuring one of Anne Frank
House’s newest residents, Priscilla, who described the ways her
life is different now that she has a home. They also heard from
Anne Frank House board members, explaining how AFH helps
change the lives of people who used to be homeless. You can
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view Priscilla’s comments in the Tikkun Olam section of the
Adas Israel website. We thank the Religious School community
as well as our corporate sponsors for their contributions to Anne
Frank House that day.

has always been financially independent, and to help support
the initial costs, Adas Israel member Bill Kremens (z”l) sold his
baseball card collection. From those modest beginnings—
Reverend Steinbruck’s challenge and Bill Kremens’s sale of
baseball cards—much good has come!

Did You Know? Here’s How Anne Frank House Began
We’re often asked how and why Anne Frank House was started.
Thirty some years ago, Reverend John Steinbruck, founder of
N Street Village, challenged churches, synagogues, and other
DC faith groups to start their own program to help the needy.
Adas Israel members responded to that challenge by founding
Anne Frank House in 1987. Since then, Anne Frank House has
helped more than 30 people with chronic mental illness move
off the street and into comfortable housing. Anne Frank House

Join us!
Anne Frank House is grateful for the continuing support and
generosity of the entire Adas Israel community. We are always
looking for new board members and volunteers who are
interested in becoming liaisons to our clients. If you would like
to learn more about how you can get involved with Anne Frank
House, contact Sue Ducat at stansue@verizon.net.

MINYAN’S
ZOOMING
POPULARITY
Sharon Burka, who started attending morning minyan last
summer.
I find the minyan a calming way to ease into the morning.
The pre- and post-minyan schmoozes are like the comforting
conversations one has with friends. Sometimes the conversations
focus on important matters, such as our expert-led coronavirus
vaccine talks on Sundays. At other times, we talk about things
as mundane as where one can get an outdoor haircut (and who
in the group may need one). The beauty of the schmooze is
knowing that while we can’t meet up physically at minyan or
elsewhere, we are still present for each other.

Below, nine minyangoers tell how they feel about Zoomed
services. (If you’d like to be added to the Daily Minyan email list,
send a note to mannyschiffres@gmail.com.)

Lois Fingerhut, who began attending regularly to support her
friend Melanie after her husband passed away in November.
When I was asked to lead a Friday mincha service, I agreed,
thinking just a few folks would be there. But Melanie and Manny
had other ideas. At the pre-mincha schmooze, I encountered
more than a dozen friends on the screen. And during a quiet
moment in the middle of the service, Melanie asked me to look
at the screen, and there was my son David, joining from Denver.
It was delightful to see so many friends at the post-minyan
schmooze.
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Elizabeth Sloan, who lives in Glenn Dale, MD, and started
attending morning minyan last fall.
It is an entirely different experience to pray with the minyan
on Zoom. We can see each other’s faces and expressions. It’s
more personal. When we are in a live service, we all look straight
ahead and can’t see each other the way we can on Zoom. I think
everyone is more relaxed. I feel as though I am getting to know
my “partners in prayer” much better than I would in person.
And it really helps that I don’t have to jump in the car to get to
Adas on time.
Lee Oppenheim, who started logging in to morning minyan
from Gainesville, VA, last June, after the death of his father.
I joined the minyan because I couldn’t attend services at my
regular schul. During the schmoozes I found two people on
the screens from Baltimore, where I grew up. My mother (of
blessed memory) would have been proud as she played Jewish
geography wherever she went. The Zoomed minyan has become
a social event. It is fun listening to the banter and realizing I am
not alone trying to keep safe from the virus while maintaining
my mental health.
Susie Sorrells, whose mother died in December, eight months
after her father passed away, lives in Rockville and is a regular
at evening minyan.
The fellowship that permeates the “room” during the Zoom
minyans has helped to quell some of the pain of my losses.
The chats before and after services spark opportunities for
people to share their stories, memories, knowledge, and, on
occasion, some much needed Jewish humor. And the minyan,
even on a virtual platform, has provided a gateway for me to
establish connections to other members of the wonderful Adas
community with whom I hope to join up, side by side, in the
near future.

Adas Israel’s virtual weekday services have been a hit
To say that Adas Israel’s Zoomed Daily Minyan has been a godsend
(pun intended) during the pandemic is an understatement. Our
virtual services have enabled mourners and those observing
yahrzeits, many living far from Adas, the opportunity to recite
kaddish three times a day each weekday. And Zoomed minyan
has also become a gathering place where we can kibbitz with old
friends and make new ones. In particular, our Sunday morning
post-minyan schmoozes, which have focused on news about
the development of coronavirus vaccines and are led by experts
in the Adas community, have become incredibly popular.

Bruce Lewis, whose mother passed away in April 2020, lives in
Rockville.
I like being part of the pre-minyan schmoozes because it’s a
chance for me to see and hear other people on a regular basis.
I’m single, and it can be isolating living in this “Covid world.” The
schmoozes give me a chance to join people every day in the
“real world” live.

DA I LY M I N YA N

Ron Lapping, the longtime former mayor of morning minyan
before moving to Virginia Beach.
Zoom services have allowed me to reconnect and see my
morning minyan friends. It’s something I look forward to each
day. We get to schmooze before and after services, which is
really nice. I also get to help by leading P’sukei D’zimra a couple
of times a week, which I really enjoy. None of this would be
possible without Zoom.
Sari Siegel Spieler, who lost her mother in October, has been
Zooming in from Camp Hill, PA, and is relocating to the DC
area this summer. Her father (z”l) celebrated his bar mitzvah at
Adas in 1942, when it was still located at 6th and I.
Managing the loss of my mom in the midst of a pandemic has
been a little surreal. With limited in-person minyan options, I
Googled “online minyan” and up popped Adas. It seems such
an unlikely time to connect with new people, but the support
from the Adas community and the individuals with whom I have
connected through the Daily Minyan have brought unexpected
comfort. I am so grateful for the camaraderie as my fellow
mourners and I navigate this period in isolation but together.
Ben Buring, who frequently attends both the morning and
evening minyan.
We may all be in separate places, but thanks to the Zoomed
Daily Minyan, we’re still together. The minyan is always quick to
welcome new voices, especially during these toughest of times.
Thank you to everyone who organizes, leads, reads, teaches,
and shares their stories. For me, the minyan is an ark that keeps
us afloat, connected, and growing closer as a community when
we need it most.

PRENATAL OR POSTPARTUM PARENT SUPPORT GROUP
Prenatal group: Tuesdays at 2pm, March 24 - June 9
Postpartum group: Wednesdays at 11am, March 24 - June 9
Parents-to-be and Postpartum parents: If your family is preparing to
welcome a baby into your home, or your family is in the postpartum
period, having recently welcomed a baby into your family, please join
a JMCW Prenatal or Postpartum Parent Support Group.
These groups will be lead by Gan Assistant Director & Curriculum
Specialist, Darci Lewis. In addition to nurturing our Gan children and
families, Darci is also a DONA-certified Postpartum Doula, These
groups are an opportunity for learning, connectivity, and support, as
new babies integrate into the life of a family. Please contact Darci
Lewis (darci.lewis@adasisrael.org) for any questions. Groups will
meet once/week for 1 hour.
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She said, “I believe that my purpose on this earth is to make films that counter negative stereotypes and to give credit
to lesser-known Jewish heroes on the big screen. My last four films have focused on the American Jewish experience,
and all of the subjects were children of immigrants—a timely subject.” Kempner continued, “I look forward to talking
about my past and upcoming films to the Adas Israel Sisterhood.”
Kempner is a member of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences and an avid advocate of voting rights and
statehood for the District of Columbia. She dedicates her films to her hometown of Washington, DC.
As we planned for the 2020-21 Sisterhood year last summer, the Board committed to creating a full and interesting
schedule for our members. We began with our wonderful mainstays—Weekday Torah with Sisterhood and the Sewing,
Knitting, & Craft Group, followed by an incredible Opening Event with a moderated panel of several women members
of our clergy.
We held monthly events to keep Sisterhood members connected, including “Get Happy” Hours and Morning Coffee
Klatches. Four Sunday Salons featured Sisterhood members with careers of great accomplishment: Judith Heumann,
Arlette Jassel, Marion Usher, and Sheryl Stolberg.
We were fortunate to welcome special guest speakers representing the Leadership Conference on Civil and Human
Rights, the Jewish Coalition Against Domestic Abuse (JCADA), and the Blue Dove Foundation addressing mental health
and substance abuse in the Jewish community, as well as American University scholar Dr. Pamela Nadell and historical
cookbook author Laura Kumin.
One of the events we are most proud of every year is Sisterhood Shabbat. While it was quite different from in past
years, we were so pleased to welcome Dr. Lila Corwin Berman as our 2021 Mozelle Saltz Sisterhood Scholar to discuss
responsible leadership. We thank Adas Israel member Donald Saltz for his generosity in making Sisterhood Shabbat
possible.
It is our pleasure to close the 2020-21 Sisterhood year with a very special Closing Event . . .

SISTERHOOD CLOSING EVENT:
AWARD-WINNING FILMMAKER AVIVA KEMPNER
June 6, 11 am
Award-winning filmmaker Aviva Kempner will discuss what motivated her to make
documentaries about lesser-known American Jewish heroes who fought against antiSemitism, fascism, and sexism from the baseball stadium and Sears to television and
movie screens. She will also discuss her new film projects on screenwriter and Jewish
activist Ben Hecht, “potty parity” for female legislators in the U.S. Congress, and the fight
against using Native American images in sports mascots.
Kempner will talk about her mission to make such documentaries for more than 40 years
on Sunday, June 6 at 11 am, and will show excerpts from past and new films.
Based in Washington, DC, Kempner is a director-writer-producer dynamo whose résumé
boasts the critically acclaimed and award-winning documentaries, The Spy Behind Home
Plate (2019), Rosenwald (2015), Yoo-Hoo, Mrs. Goldberg (2009), Today I Vote for My Joey
(2002), and the Peabody winner The Life and Times of Hank Greenberg (1999). She also
produced another WWII documentary, Partisans of Vilna (1979).
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ruth & simon albert

sisterhood gift shop
First Seder is Saturday, March 27
Our Hanukkah sales turned out to be very successful, so we are
offering our “online sales” for Passover as well. We have posted
on our gift shop website (www.adasisrael.org/adas-gift-shop)
all of the Passover items we have in stock: seder and matzah
plates and baskets, children’s books and toys, matzah covers,
and assorted other items.
Please visit that site to see what is available. Each item has a full
description to assist you in making your choices. Please note, however, that the number of some items is limited,
and we may only have one of some of the designs.
We offer two means of shopping:
1. Peruse our offerings on our website, then email us at adasgiftshop@gmail.com with your desired items and your
home or cell telephone number. We will check our stock and call you to let you know which items are available
and to charge your purchase to your credit card. We are not able to process charges on our website. We will bag
the items, affix your charge receipt, and deliver them to you curbside.
2. We are offering a limited number of in-store appointments allowing you to come into the shop (masked, of
course) to make your holiday selections and browse the many other items we carry. These appointments must
be made in advance, and each one will be for 30 minutes only. You may make these appointments by emailing
us at adasgiftshop@gmail.com.
Please keep in mind the following: DO NOT CALL the shop because our hours will be irregular, and we’re not sure
anyone will be there to answer the phone. Our email is much more reliable. In addition, ALL SALES ARE FINAL, as
is always the case for holiday items.
For more information, you may email the shop at adasgiftshop@gmail.com.

Every purchase benefits
Adas Israel Congregation.
202-364-2888
adasgiftshop@gmail.com
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THE FIFTH CHILD
Biespiel grew up immersed in Judaism. His family were “shul people,” he says, faithfully attending
Shabbat services and sending Biespiel to Jewish day school. But as his mastery of Jewish subjects
increased, so did his theological challenges to his teachers, perhaps fueled partly by his family’s
difficult situation. One day the senior rabbi, angry and frustrated, threw him out of class. Feeling
both shame and triumph, Biespiel, then 17, refused to apologize, and the rabbi likewise made no
effort to reconcile. When faraway Boston University offered Biespiel an athletic scholarship, he
gladly accepted, leaving Meyerland in search of a wider world.

Books & More The Adas Israel Library Corner
Out of Egypt

As a precocious child at a family seder, Biespiel had impressed his elders by explaining why he was
all “Four Sons” of the Haggadah. Nonetheless, his mother admonished him, “Just don’t become
the fifth child, the one who is absent, who doesn’t come to Seder.” Sadly for his mom, Biespiel did
become the “fifth child.” In his words, he is “retired from Judaism.”
Be that as it may, A Place of Exodus is suffused with Judaism—Jewish history, culture, imagery,
liturgy, and religious questioning. In telling his coming-of-age story, Biespiel has captured a
distinctive time and place in the millennia-old and ongoing Jewish experience. The Jewish
bookshelf is richer as a result.

BY ROB I N JACOBS ON
L I B RA RY & L IT ERARY PROGRAMS DIRECTOR
To many Jewish families with memories of hard times, Meyerland in the 1970s was the
Promised Land. This Jewish neighborhood in Houston, TX, was home to big synagogues,
Jewish schools, a Jewish Community Center, Jewish delis and shops, not to mention
a proud display of high-flying American, Texas, and Israeli flags. But for award-winning
poet David Biespiel, his Meyerland hometown became more like the biblical Egypt,
Mitzrayim—a narrow, constricting place that he fled forever at age 18, following a public
quarrel with one of Houston’s leading rabbis.
Now, some 40 years later, Biespiel is long-settled in Portland, OR. Nonetheless, he thinks
of Meyerland as home and wonders why. He harbors fraught memories of this place
and wrestles with the complexities of his Jewish education and childhood there. And yet
he longs for the vast, ever-changing Texas sky, salivates for barbeque ribs, and proudly
presents himself as an expatriate Texan. Perplexed by his feelings about “home,” Biespiel
muses, “If home isn’t where we are, is it who we are?”
This is a central question in David Biespiel’s beautiful memoir, A Place of Exodus: Home,
Memory, and Texas. But such is the subtlety and richness of this contemplative and
moving work that readers will find much more to ponder.

A TEXAS CHILDHOOD
David Biespiel is the Poet-in-Residence and a faculty member at Oregon State University.
The founder of Portland’s Attic Institute of Arts and Letters, he is the author of 12 books,
both poetry and nonfiction prose.
Born in Tulsa, OK, in 1964, Biespiel moved with his family to Meyerland at age four. In
many ways Biespiel’s Texas childhood sounds idyllic—the freedom to roam and explore
with his beloved dog Velvet, friends, sports, success as president of a junior high Jewish
fraternity, and family seders where guests were warmly greeted, “Chag sameach y’all.”
But troubles dogged the Biespiel family. When Biespiel was 12, his young, athletic father
suffered a devastating stroke, leaving him unable to speak clearly. Biespiel’s parents’
marriage, already strained, fell apart. With the departure of his older brothers, Biespiel
and his unhappy mother were left alone in the house.
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U P COM I N G B O O K & AUT H O R C H ATS V I A ZO OM
Meet Author David Biespiel
Sunday, March 14 @ 11 am
Are we ever done leaving home? Acclaimed poet and essayist David Biespiel will
discuss his new memoir, A Place of Exodus: Home, Memory, and Texas, which tells
the story of his Jewish boyhood in Texas and muses on the meaning of home,
family, and identity.
Book Chat on Caste: The Origins of Our Discontents by Isabel Wilkerson
Sunday, April 18 @ 11 am
Join us to discuss this powerful and critically acclaimed social history by Isabel
Wilkerson, winner of the Pulitzer Prize and the National Humanities Medal. Wilkerson
explores the caste system in India and anti-Jewish policies in Nazi Germany to
better understand racism in the United States.
Meet Author Geraldine Brooks
Sunday, June 6 @ 11 am
Pulitzer Prize-winning author Geraldine Brooks, creator of the best-selling historical
novels, The Year of Wonders, March, and Caleb’s Crossing, as well as the acclaimed
“Jewish-themed” novels, People of the Book and The Secret Chord, will discuss her
literary work and answer participants’ questions.

Register online for these programs at adasisrael.org/adas-library.
For more information, contact Robin Jacobson
(Librarian@adasisrael.org).
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B’NAI MITZVAH
Eli Michael Altman

Eli, son of Hillary and Andrew Altman, is an
eighth grader at The Field School. He began
his Jewish education in London and upon his
family’s return to Washington DC has been a
student since third grade at the Estelle & Melvin
Gelman Religious School. Eli was fortunate to
have celebrated his bar mitzvah on January
16, on the special occasion of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.’s Birthday
weekend where, for his d’var Torah on Parasha Va’era, he spoke of
the inspiration he drew from meeting with John Lewis and the value
of perseverance in achieving personal goals and social justice. For
his mitzvah project in the upcoming year, Eli is engaging in advocacy
for persons experiencing homelessness with the EDJCC and
Miriam’s Kitchen. We remember Eli’s grandmother, Dale Silverman,
and grandfather, Jules Altman.

Zoe Becker

Zoe, daughter of Ben and Judy Becker, is a
seventh grader at Alice Deal Middle School. Zoe
began her education as a Puppy at the Gan (as
did her father, 30 years before her). She attended
the Milton Gottesman Jewish Day School
prior to attending Deal, and has continued her
Jewish education at Adas. Zoe celebrated her
bat mitzvah with her brother, Andy, as well as with family and friends
who joined virtually from their homes in Washington, DC, Maryland,
New York, Ohio, and California.

Samuel Nathan Bensky

Sam, son of Eric Bensky and Amber Cottle, is
a seventh grader at Alice Deal Middle School.
He is a graduate of Gan HaYeled and Janney
Elementary School. Since Gishron, he has
attended the Estelle & Melvin Gelman Religious
School, where he is currently a student in the
Ma’alot program. He plays hockey and baseball
and is a voracious reader. He is sharing his simcha with his brother
Zach, his grandparents, and other family and friends.

Ollie Berger

Ollie, son of Kimby and Lawrence Berger, is a
seventh grader at JDS. His Jewish education
began at the Bender JCC in Rockville preschool
and continued at the Milton Gottesman Jewish
Day School. Ollie celebrates his simcha with his
brothers, Aden and Micah; his grandparents,
Marlene and Ed Jaffe of Florida, and Edna
and Gordon Berger of Toronto, along with many other friends and
family. For his mitzvah project, Ollie is raising money to help fund
scholarships for kids who want to play hockey, his favorite sport.

Dominic Bloch-Prime

Dominic, son of David Bloch and Rebecca Prime, attends Georgetown
Day School, where he is in the seventh grade. He has been attending
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the Estelle & Melvin Gelman Religious School
since first grade. Dominic looks forward to
celebrating his bar mitzvah with his brother,
Paul; his parents; his grandparents, Robert
and Nancy Bloch, his aunt, Lisa Bloch Yafi, and
uncle, Samer Yafi; and other family and friends.
For his mitzvah project, Dominic is working to
promote environmental social justice within
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For her mitzvah project, Micaela will raise money for Holocaust
survivors and their families.

Edward Graham Friedman

Edward Friedman, son of Caroline and Peter
Friedman, is a seventh grader at Sidwell Friends
School. He began his Jewish education at Gan
HaYeled, and is a student at the Estelle & Melvin
Gelman Religious School. Edward celebrates
his bar mitzvah with his siblings, Annabelle and
William; his grandparents, Dr. Henry Haberfeld
and Linda and Harold Friedman; and beloved aunts, uncles, cousins,
and friends. Edward also remembers his beloved grandmother,
Judith Haberfeld (z”l), and honors his ancestors who observed
Jewish rituals before him.

Maya Elianna Fritz

the greater DC area.

Daniela Eva Cotlear

Daniela, daughter of Blanche and Daniel
Cotlear, is a Peruvian-American seventh grader
at Milton Gottesman Jewish Day School. Dani
began her Jewish education by participating in
Tot Shabbat at Adas Israel. Then she attended
Gan HaYeled and later continued her religious
education at the Estelle & Melvin Gelman
Religious School while she attending public school in Bethesda.
Since middle school, Dani has attended Gottesman, where she
is enjoying daily study of Hebrew and Judaism. The Covid-19
pandemic forced her to postpone her initial bat mitzvah ceremony
initially scheduled for May 2, 2020 to April 17, 2021. Dani’s parsha
is Acharei Mot-Kedoshim, where the love to the stranger is one
of the main topics. This parsha inspired her to do social work and
fundraising for refugees via HIAS, which she supports with all her
heart.

Tabitha Cutler

Tabitha is a sixth grader in the Humanities
Program at Eastern Middle School. She
attended the Gan, and is currently a student at
the Estelle & Melvin Gelman Religious School.
Tabitha enjoys dancing, playing softball, and
spending her summers at Capital Camps. As her
mitzvah project, she volunteers with the Little
Falls Watershed Alliance, cleaning up the trails around Bethesda.
Tabitha is looking forward to celebrating her bat mitzvah with her
mother, sister, Samantha, and grandfather, aunts, uncles, cousins,
and friends around the country.

Micaela Beth Fistel

Micaela, daughter of Cherrie Daniels and Jeffrey
Fistel, is a seventh grader at Milton Gottesman
Jewish Day School. She began her Jewish
education in Oslo, Norway, in the Jewish
Community of Oslo’s barnehage, located in
the Oslo Synagogue. She then attended Gan
Hayeled for pre-K and then Milton Gottesman
JDS for kindergarten, before heading overseas with her family to
Belgrade, Serbia. She rejoined Gottesman for fourth grade. Micaela
celebrates her bat mitzvah with her sister, Hannah; her grandparents
Myrna and Ralph Fistel and Homa Daniels and Alfred Adler; and
with her many uncles, aunts, and cousins. Micaela was named after
Cherrie’s grandmother, Medina; Cherrie’s father, Mordechai; and
Jeffrey’s grandmother, Bessie Lemelman (all of blessed memory).

Maya, daughter of Lorien Abroms and Jonathan
Fritz, is a seventh grader at Milton Gottesman
Jewish Day School, which she has attended
since kindergarten. Maya joyously celebrates
her bat mitzvah with her siblings, Lailah and
David; her beloved extended family, including
aunts, uncles, cousins, and friends across four
continents. At this special time, we remember with love Maya’s
great-grandmother Sarah Copelowitz, of blessed memory. For her
mitzvah project, Maya is working to help children in a rural school
in Costa Rica.

Isaac Gerson

Isaac, son of Shane and Samara Gerson, is a
seventh grader at Rose Hardy Middle School.
He attended Gan HaYeled and is a student at
the Estelle & Melvin Gelman Religious School.
Isaac shares his simcha with his sister, Mia;
grandparents Randy and Harriet Kiviat and Jay
and Frances Gerson; great-grandparents Ivan
and Janet Metzger; and other dear family members and friends in
health and in loving memory. Isaac has a well-known knack for
hospitality, and loves to bake, cook, read dystopian fiction, play
video games, spend time with his dog, and play the saxophone. As
he becomes a bar mitzvah, Isaac is helping those in his community
facing food insecurity challenges by baking and cooking with the
Hesed Committee as a part of Adas Cooks @ Home during the
pandemic as well as by raising money and awareness for the World
Central Kitchen.

Maya Perl Goldman

Maya, daughter of Evan Goldman and Amie Perl,
is a seventh grader at Milton Gottesman Jewish
Day School. She began her Jewish education at
Gan HaYeled and has continued at Gottesman
ever since. Maya feels fortunate to be sharing
her simcha with her parents; her siblings, Zoe
and Theo; all four of her grandparents; and a
wonderful extended family. For her mitzvah project, Maya sewed
cloth masks for front-line workers at Unity Health Care, and also
sold masks she had sewn to raise money for the Capital Area Food
Bank.

Jack Hare

Jack is a seventh-grader at Pyle Middle School and shares his bar
mitzvah with his older sisters, Sophie and Elizabeth; his parents, Kate

and Neil Hare; his grandmother, Isadora Hare;
and numerous aunts, uncles, and cousins. Jack
plays guitar and bass and will provide musical
accompaniment during his bar mitzvah service.
For his mitzvah project, Jack has created the
website monk.zone to raise funds for primate
research, especially the Bornean orangutan and
silverback gorilla.

Noa Spiegel Henderson

Noa, daughter of Alix Spiegel and Philip
Henderson, is planning to read Torah, parsha
Bamidbar, on May 15. She is a seventh grader
at Georgetown Day School, attended Gan
HaYeled, and is a student at the Estelle & Melvin
Gelman Religious School. Noa is looking
forward to being with family, friends, and the
entire Adas community.

Elijah Jamieson

Elijah, son of Jennie Rabinowitz and Daniel
Jamieson, is a seventh grader at the McLean
School. He has attended religious school at
Adas since he was in the second grade. For
his mitzvah project, Eli is delivering food to
people in need via Here2Help, an organization
founded by a teenaged neighbor. Eli celebrated
his bar mitzvah with his parents, siblings Naomi and Jonah; and
grandparents Hannah & David Rabinowitz and Diana & Jim Jamieson.

Kalman Levitin

Kalman, son of Adam and Sarah Levitin, is in
seventh grade at Westland Middle School. He
celebrated his bar mitzvah at home with his
parents, siblings Amalia and Isaac, and virtually
with his family. He is grateful to the Adas clergy,
staff, and congregation for this opportunity.
Kalman plays the piano, oboe, saxophone, and
clarinet, and he composes music. For his bar mitzvah service, he
composed original music for Ein Keloheinu and Adon Olam, and
performed them in videos with Rabbi Alexander, Cantor Brown,
Naomi Malka, and his family. He also performs on various instruments
in virtual concerts for senior residences during the pandemic.

Raquel Julianna Lovinger

Raquel, daughter of Adam Lovinger and Jessica
Lang, is a seventh grader at Westland Middle
School. She has been attending the Estelle &
Melvin Gelman Religious School for several
years. For her mitzvah project Raquel is using
her thriving baking business to raise funds
for the Beit Tzipora Centers in Israel, which
were created by family friends to provide educational services and
enrichment programs to Ethiopian immigrant families. Raquel is
excited to share her simcha with her brothers, Elliot and Max, her
parents, grandparents, great-grandmother,
extended family in Costa Rica and Oregon, and
her friends.

Sasha Parker Lowit

Sasha, daughter of Jodi and Philip Lowit, is a
seventh grader at Georgetown Day School.
She began her Jewish education at the Gan,
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and attends the Estelle & Melvin Gelman Religious School. Sasha
celebrates her bat mitzvah with her sisters, Sydney and Ruby; her
grandmothers, Rose Blecker and Denise Lowit; and other family
and friends. She also remembers her grandfathers, Fred Lowit and
Sidney Blecker, both of blessed memory. For her mitzvah project,
Sasha is raising funds and supporting the Homeless Children’s
Playtime Project.

Daniela Margolis

Daniela, daughter of Mario (Meyer) Margolis
and Diana Moss, is a six grader at Thomas Pyle
Middle School. She began her Jewish education
at Gan HaYeled\ and Milton Gottesman Jewish
Day School, and she is currently a student at the
Estelle & Melvin Gelman Religious School. Dani
will celebrate her bat mitzvah with her parents,
older brothers Jack and Marc, aunts, uncles, cousins, friends, and
the rest of her extended family from Mexico. For her mitzvah
project, Dani would like to bring her music to the elderly, just as her
grandfather did.

Orly Pearlman

Orly, daughter of Aree and Iftach Pearlman,
is a sixth grader at Alice Deal Middle School
and a student at the Estelle & Melvin Gelman
Religious School. Orly is excited to celebrate
her bat mitzvah alongside her abba, supported
by her mom and younger siblings, Yoni and
Naomi. For her mitzvah project, Orly is working
with the Humane Rescue Alliance of DC and Best Friends Animal
Sanctuary in Utah.

Eve “Aloe” Ronen

Aloe, daughter of Joiwind and Amit, is an
eighth grader at Hardy Middle School. She is
celebrating her bat mitzvah with her siblings Kai
and Lila, both of whom attended the Gan. Aloe
is excited to celebrate with her Savta Ossie,
Grandma Nancy, Aunt Helen, Uncle Journey,
and niece Keira. Aloe has spent the last several
years raising money for the Marine Conservation Science Institute,
with which she traveled on a research mission to Guadalupe Island,
where she dove with sharks.

Zoe Liza Barnett Shrank

Zoe, daughter of Miriam Vogel and Will Shrank,
is in the seventh grade at Sidwell Friends School.
She began her Jewish education at Gan HaYeled
and the Estelle & Melvin Gelman Religious
School. Zoe celebrates her bat mitzvah with
her sister, Victoria; her grandparents, Judith
Barnett, Don and Carol Vogel, Ella and Harry
Shrank; and with other family and friends. For her mitzvah project,
Zoe is raising money for organizations supporting children in need
during the pandemic, and she looks forward to volunteering and
supporting her fellow DC area residents in
person when it is safe to do so.

Naomi Clara Steiner

Naomi Steiner, daughter of Nienke Grossman
and Ezequiel Steiner, is a seventh grader at
the Milton Gottesman Jewish Day School. She
looks forward to celebrating her bat mitzvah
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with her parents; brother, Avi; her grandparents, Irene Klinger and
Claudio Grossman, and Alberto Steiner and Mirta Reifman; and
aunts, uncles, cousins, and other extended family and friends from
Argentina, Chile, Israel, and the US. For her mitzvah project, Naomi
is creating a resource about anxiety and sleep challenges for middle
schoolers during the Covid-19 pandemic.

Henry Wachs

Henry, son of Josh Wachs and Molly Levinson,
is a seventh grader at Georgetown Day School.
Henry moved to Washington when he was two
years old, and his family joined the Adas Israel
community, where he started as a Butterfly in
the Gan. An avid one-wheeler, skateboarder,
hiker, and scuba diver, Henry is looking
forward to celebrating his bar mitzvah, hopefully in person, with his
grandparents, Cathy Levinson, Elizabeth Wachs, and Ilja Wachs; his
sisters, Lulu and Livvy; his friends, aunts, uncles, cousins; and his
parents. He also remembers his grandfather, Henry Samuel Levinson
(z”l), for whom he was named.

Robbie Weiner

Robbie Weiner, son of Rebecca and Larry
Weiner, attends McLean school in Potomac,
Maryland. He has been involved at Adas Israel
since the first grade. Robbie celebrates his
bar mitzvah with his younger brother, Josh,
his parents, his grandparents, and the rest of
his family and friends. For his mitzvah project,
recognizing the importance of those in need of food, Robbie has
chosen to volunteer and raise money to help DC Fridge Collective
keep their pantry and fridges stocked.
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grandfather, Arthur Yedwab (z”l), for whom she
was named. For her mitzvah project, Audrey
is collecting stuffed animals for children at
Children’s National Medical Center.

LIFE CYCLE INFORMATION
When Death Occurs
When death occurs, please call the synagogue emergency
line answering service, 301-421-5271, which will page the
staff member on call. We will be back in touch to support you
promptly.

Bereavement Committee
The Bereavement Committee assists families with all of the
arrangements surrounding the funeral and subsequent burial
of loved ones. We welcome your interest and encourage your
participation and assistance. We need you; please join us. If you
have questions, or know of someone whom you think might be
interested in participating in this important work, please feel free
to call Edie Hessel (202-244-7189), or contact Toni Bickart (202244-2747) regarding the Tahara Committee, or Wendy Kates
about Shmira (wendy.kates.30@gmail.com).

Sarah Rose Wiesenfelder

Sarah Rose, daughter of Beth Werlin and Michael
Wiesenfelder, is a seventh grader at Alice Deal
Middle School and has been a student at the
Estelle & Melvin Gelman Religious School since
kindergarten. Sarah Rose is celebrating her bat
mitzvah with her brother, Aaron; her parents;
her grandparents, Cheryl and Robert Werlin and
Phyllis and Leslie Wiesenfelder; and her aunts, uncles, and cousins.
Sarah Rose is the second generation to celebrate her bat mitzvah
at Adas Israel, following her father, uncle, and aunt. For her mitzvah
project, Sarah Rose is volunteering to support those in need in the
DC community.

Oliver Wolin

Oliver, son of Nicole Elkon and Neal Wolin, is
a seventh grader at Georgetown Day School
and is a student at the Estelle & Melvin Gelman
Religious School. He is celebrating his bar
mitzvah with his siblings, Ethan and Zoe; his
grandparents, Mimi Liebeskind and Andre
Elkon; and other family and friends.

Audrey Newmark Yedwab

Audrey, daughter of Dennis and Blake Yedwab, is a seventh grader
at Milton Gottesman Jewish Day School. She began her Jewish
education at Tot Shabbat and Gan HaYeled. Audrey celebrates
her bat mitzvah with her younger siblings, Mallory and Charlie;
her grandparents, Elinor Yedwab, James Newmark, and Ilene
Nesser; and with other family and friends. She also remembers her

Pray with us. Learn with us. Connect with us. Online.
adasisrael.org/adasairwaves

Adas Israel Community Mikvah
The Adas Israel Community Mikvah continues to operate on a
scaled-back basis during the pandemic. A limited number of
appointments are available each week. Visits are all self-guided
and can be scheduled online at www.mikvahcalendar.as.me.
Between each appointment, the Mikvah is fully cleaned and sits
unused for at least 48 hours.
Mikvah Guides continue to answer questions about what to
expect and how to immerse. We are also here to help people
design home water rituals during this time. An online Mikvah
Guide training is beginning this spring, and people of all ages,
observance levels, and genders are welcome to join. If you’re
interested in becoming a Guide, or for any other Mikvah-related
questions, please email mikvah@adasisrael.org.

Visit us online to find a comprehensive collection of
upcoming services, classes, and other opportunities
to engage remotely. We affirm once again that our
unwavering connection to each other is among
our greatest blessings at Adas, and is felt just as
palpably in our hearts, and even online, as it is in
our building. We are each of us, arevim zeh la-zeh,
deeply bound, one with the other. Let our robust
prayer, learning, social, and programmatic offerings
over the airwaves serve as a beacon of hope,
connection, and inspiration.

Shabbat Services

Friday Night & Saturday Morning
F R I DAY N I G H T, 6 PM
Visit facebook.com/adasisraeldc to join live.
SAT U R DAY MO R N I N G
Visit adasisrael.org/adasairwaves for times
and to join live or dial in at 202-686-8405.
W E LO O K FO RWA R D TO STAY I N G CO N N ECT E D :

adasisrael.org/adasairwaves
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SYNAGOGUE CONTRIBUTIONS

The congregation gratefully
acknowledges the following
contributions:
Adas Fund
With Thanks To: Adas Israel staff for all their help
with the shiva for Joel Packer by Rae Grad &
Manny Schiffres.
Adas Fund
In Honor Of: Adas Israel clergy by Barbara &
James Finkel. Adas Israel rabbis & staff by Dr.
Jeffrey Kraskin & Thomas Smith. Justin Weitz
& Kevin Gray by Sandra & Michael Weitz. Rabbi
Alexander, Rabbi Holtzblatt & Rabbi Krinsky by
Sarah & Jim Barnett.
In Appreciation Of: Online High Holy Day services
by Benjamin & Natasha Berman Liat Weiler,
Raymond & Leah Greenberg, Samuel M. Epstein.
In Gratitude For: Availability of services online by
Barry Glick.
In Gratitude To: Adas Israel by Beth Heifetz & Glnn
Fine, Ilene & Gary Mizrachi.
On Behalf Of: The synagogue by Eleanor Jaick,
Noel & Amy Cohen Rubinton, Ross Gruebel.
In Memory Of: Avram Bar-Cohen by Anat BarCohen. Estelle Jacobs by Bobby Fried. Justice
Ruth Bader Ginsburg by George & Paul Duggan,
Mr. & Mrs. Charles B. Hart, Susan Wallman. Naomi
Roth by Laurie Alban Havens, Lois & Michael
Fingerhut. Louis Shapson by Rhonda & Eddie
Shapson. Sydney Polakoff by Roger & Renée
Fendrich. Goldie Newman by Ron Goetzel. Jacob
Meyer Mondshein by Susan Tejada.

Daily Minyan Fund
In Honor Of: Steven Aftergood’s 64th birthday
by Kimberly & John Hasenberg. Debby & Mark
Joseph by Zev Lewis.
On Behalf Of: The synagogue by Irene & Richard
Spero.
In Memory Of: Naomi Roth by Alan Roth &
Michael Rodgers, Rae Grad & Manny Schiffres.
Jack Rayman, Anthony D. Shapiro by Ava & Neal
Gross. Pierina Vozzella by Bill Levenson. Shirley
Goldsmith, Edith Benesch & Barbara Chait, all
by Ilene & David Chait. Alberto Socolovsky by
Jerome & Petra Socolovsky. Sydney Blecker by
Jody & Philip Lowit. Shirley Goldsmith by Laurie
Alban Havens. Larry Nussdorf by Rae Grad &
Manny Schiffres. Beverly Satloff by Steven &
Kimberly Aftergood.
Jessie Gertman & Samuel Gertman, MD, by
Susan & Richard Ugelow.
Dan Kaufman Children’s Program Fund
In Honor Of: Minna Kaufman, Brynn & Jon
Whalen, Juliet Mellow & Barry Molar, all by Dale
Kaufman. Dale Kaufman by Minna Kaufman.
In Memory Of: Dan Kaufman by Jeanne
Mandalblatt.
Debra Goldberg Educational Fund
In Memory Of: Larry Nussdorf by Debra Goldberg
& Seth Waxman.
Dora Ulllman Cassler Innovative Programs Fund
In Honor Of: Adas Israel clergy by Jody Winter.
Dr. & Mrs. Stanley W. Kirstein Gan Memorial Fund
In Honor Of: Birth of Isadore Lev Hessel Ratner
by Jonah Richmond & David Olson.

Anne Frank House Fund
On Behalf Of: Anne Frank House by Renée &
Roger Fendrich, Robin & Robert Berman.

Dr. William & Vivienne Stark Wedding & Anniversa
In Honor Of: Our 72nd anniversary by Dr. William
& Vivienne Stark.

Benjamin James Cecil Special Education Fund
In Loving Memory Of: Benjamin “Jamie” Cecil by
Cindy & Glenn Easton.
In Memory Of: Jack Rayman by Judith Friedman
& Joe Cecil.

Ethel & Nat Popick Chronicle Fund
In Memory Of: Harriett Reines, Betty Glassman
& Adele Buckhantz by Alan & Nancy Bubes.
Harriet Reines by Dorothy & Steven Block.
Linda Freedman, & Larry Nussdorf by Dorothy
Block. Betty Glassman & Harriet Reines, Adele
Buckhantz, all by Harriet Bubes.

Bereavement Fund
In Memory Of: Arthur Isack by Suzy Scherr.
Cantor Brown Discretionary Fund
In Honor Of: Cantor Brown by Elena Alschuler
& Max Parness, the Lieberman-Diamond family,
Zev Lewis. Anne Rosenzweig & in memory
of Gertrude & Joseph Bieber & William
Rosenzweig, all by Linda Rosenzweig & Sandy
Bieber.
In Appreciation Of: Cantor Arianne Brown’s
dedication by Bruce A. Ray & April Rubin. Cantor
Brown by Roger & Renée Fendrich. Cantor
Brown for the assistance and comfort rendered
at the time of my husband, Michael’s, passing by
Joyce Stern.
In Appreciation For: Cantor Brown by Alan Roth &
Michael Rodgers.
With Thanks To: Cantor Brown by Mikel Goldblatt.
In Memory Of: Naomi Roth by Alan Roth &
Michael Rodgers. Naomi Roth (z”l) by Jonah
Richmond & David Olson. Doug Krieger by Kathy
Krieger. Philip Lewis by Zev Lewis.

Executive Director Discretionary Fund
In Appreciation Of: David Polonsky for the
assistance and comfort rendered at the time of
my husband, Michael’s, passing by Joyce Stern.
In Honor Of: David Polonsky by Sandra &
Stephen Lachter.
On Behalf Of: The future of Adas Israel by Penina
& Sam Freedenberg.
Mazel Tov To: David & Heather Polonsky on your
anniversary by Debbie & Mark Joseph.
In Loving Memory Of: Naomi Roth & Larry
Nussdorf by
In Memory Of: Jack Rayman by Susan & Richard
Ugelow. Benjamin Maxwell Madden by Brian
Madden & Mindy Saraco. Larry Nussdorf by Cindy
& Glenn Easton.
Garden of the Righteous
In Honor Of: Gail Schwartz & Judy Strauch on
their birthdays by Jean Bernard.

Cantor Saltzman Youth Music Endowment Fund
In Memory Of: Arthur & Lillian Gabriner &
Gertrude Friedman by Linda & Harold Friedman.
Loretta & Buddy (Gerald) Rosenthal & Estelle
Jacobs, all by Steven Rosenthal.

Gonzalez Family Fund
In Honor Of: Birth of Joanie Liebermann & Jeffrey
Vinnik’s granddaughter, Mila by Nechama & Billy
Liss-Levinson.
On Behalf Of: The Gonzalez family by Sandra &
Andrew Eskin.

Celia & Louis Grossberg Cantorial Fund
In Honor Of: Cantor Brown’s wonderful
Hanukkah concert by William Squires.

Havurah Kiddush Fund
On Behalf Of: The synagogue by Irene & Richard
Spiro.

Charles Pilzer Computer Center
In Memory Of: Jean Greenberg Fogel by
Geraldine Pilzer.

Hazzan Goldsmith Discretionary Fund
In Appreciation Of: Hazzan Goldsmith for the
assistance and comfort rendered at the time of
my husband, Michael’s, passing by Joyce Stern.
In Honor Of: Hazzan Goldsmith by Lieberman-
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Diamond family.
In Memory Of: Shirley Zebberman Goldsmith
by April Rubin & Bruce Ray Betsy Strauss, Jane
Baldinger, Melanie Nussdorf, Ricki Gerger. Eric
Lee Johnson by Betsy Strauss.
Hesed & Bikkur Cholim Fund
In Honor Of: Marcy Spiro by Alan Roth & Michael
Rodgers.
On Behalf Of: Hesed Committee by Arnold
Podgorsky & Christina Larsen. Hesed Meal
Program by Sandy Bieber & Linda Rosenzweig.
Hesed Fund by Sheldon Kimmel.
To Celebrate: Our marriage by Daniel Wallach &
Lindsey Sankin.
With Thanks To: Hesed Committee for all they do
by Judge Bruce Mencher.
In Loving Memory Of: Estelle Jacobs by Gail &
Don Roache.
In Memory Of: Jennifer Margolius & Jack Rayman
by Arnie & Mary Hammer. Sylvia Rusoff by Gail &
Don Roache. Shirley Goldsmith & Naomi Roth
by Jamie & Stuart Butler. Jack Rayman by Jane
Baldinger. Jack Rayman & Estelle Jacobs by Jean
Bernard. Milton Kleinrock by Steve Kleinrock.
Jennie Litvack Memorial Fund
In Honor Of: David Satloff becoming a bar
mitzvah by Liz & Mony Rueven, Rae Grad & Manny
Schiffres.
In Memory Of: Beverly Satloff by Bill Levenson,
Robin & Craig Beden, Susan Mitchell & Frank
Nieder. Eleanor & Harris Mitchell by Rob Satloff.
Jewish Mindfulness Center
In Honor Of: Rabbi Lauren Holtzblatt by Robin
Levenston-Kudisch
On Behalf Of: the Jewish Mindfulness Center of
Washington by Kit Turin, Stephen Kaplan
Lillian & Daniel Ezrin Fund for Ritual Objects
In Memory Of: Daniel Ezrin & Estelle Jacobs by
Rhoda Ganz.
MakomDC
On Behalf Of: Makom/DC program by Jerry
Shechtman.
Marilyn & Stefan Tucker Program Endowment Fund
In Memory Of: Larry Nussdorf by Stef & Marilyn
Tucker.
Martha & Joseph Mendelson Adult Education Fund
In Memory Of: Jack Rayman by Zev Lewis.
Mikvah Fund
In Appreciation Of: Naomi Malka for the
assistance and comfort rendered at the time of
my husband, Michael’s, passing by Joyce Stern.
In Gratitude To: Naomi Malka by Rob Satloff.
Mildred & Jess Fisher Nursery School Fund
In Honor Of: Birth of Isadore Ratner by Jody &
Jack Manischewitz.
Offerings Fund
In Honor Of: Theo Foer becoming a bat mitzvah
by Marilyn & Joe Roudi. Judith Heumann on her
birthday by Dale Kaufman. Birth of Isadore Hessel
Ratner by Grace & Irwin Lebow, Livia & David
Bardin, Toni & David Bickart, Susie Rosenberg.
Samantha Cutler becoming a bat mitzvah by
Herschel Cutler. Sid Moskowitz, Gail Roache,
Judy Bartnoff, Edna Povich & Jeff Knishkowy,
all by Laurie Aladjem. Benjamin Reed Pollack
becoming a bar mitzvah by Laurie Alban Havens.
Birth of Saul Robert Kaufman by Steve Shapiro.
In Appreciation Of: Laurie Aladjem by Roger &
Renée Fendrich.
On Behalf Of: The synagogue by Andrew Topal,
Brenda Gruss & Daniel Hirsch.
In Memory Of: Larry Nussdorf by Amy & Jay
Leveton Edna & Larry Povich, Grace & Irwin
Lebow, Sandra & Stephen Lachter. Sydney
Polakoff by Annette Lakein, Board of Directors,
Parc Somerset. Naomi Roth by Edna & Larry
Povich, Sandra & Stephen Lachter. Michael
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Stern by Gerry & Mark Lezell, Sandra & Elliot
Kalter, David & Livia Bardin. Shirley Zebberman
Goldsmith by Grace & Irwin Lebow, Kiney Zalesne
& Scott Siff, Sheri Brown. Bronie, Eleanor & Ron
Markiewicz, all by Jacqueline Hyman. Hazel G.
Scribner by Janet Scribner. Estelle Jacobs by
Lester & Vivien Marion, Marcia Feuerstein & Ron
Schwarz. Ralph Kramer by Marcia Feuerstein &
Ron Schwarz.
Stanley Bobb by Phyllis & Mort Lessans. Jack
Rayman by Rachel, Rob, Gabi & Mali Rubin. Jack
Rayman Estelle Jacobs, & Naomi Roth, all by
Renée & Roger Fendrich.
Arkady Veksler by Susan Kappel. Charles C.
Kincaid by William & Marilyn Kincaid.
Peter Dreyer Memorial Endowment Fund
In Honor Of: Scott Dreyer by Zev Lewis.
Rabbi Alexander Discretionary Fund
In Honor Of: Samantha Cutler becoming a bat
mitzvah by Herschel Cutler. Rabbi Alexander by
Jay & Connie Krupin, Melanie Nussdorf & family,
Phyllis & Andy Herz, Sandra & Stephen Lachter,
Shana & Robert Zucker, Talia Kaplan. Sophie
Marquis Friedlander becoming a bat mitzvah
by Maia Daniels. Ann Rosenzweig by Linda
Rosenzweig & Sandy Bieber.
In Appreciation Of: Rabbi Alexander by Roger
& Renée Fendrich. Rabbi Alexander for the
assistance and comfort rendered at the time of
my husband, Michael’s, passing by Joyce Stern.
On Behalf Of: The synagogue by anonymous
donor.
With Thanks For: Adas Israel’s streamed services
by Lisa Leff. Yom Kippur streaming service by Ricki
& Joe Rosenberg.
With Thanks To: Rabbi Alexander for the Kol
Nidre sermon by Harvey & Bette Levin.
In Memory Of: Isidore Cross by Alan & Diane
Cross. Pierina Vozzella (z”l) by Alexis & Deborah
Light-Hall. Sydney Polakoff by Kenneth & Patti
Raber Max. Dr. Allan Weinstein by Linda, David
& Jessica Weinstein. Larry Nussdorf by Lois &
Michael Fingerhut. Morris Tersoff by Susan Tersoff
& David Margolies. Gertrude & Joseph Bieber
& William Rosenzweig by Linda Rosenzweig &
Sandy Bieber
Rabbi Holtzblatt Discretionary Fund
In Honor Of: Rabbi Holtzblatt by Alan & Francee
Rich, Beryl & Alan Saltman, Beryl Neurman, Elena
Alschuler & Max Parness, Francee & Alan Rich,
Kimberly & Lawrence Berger, Melanie Nussdorf,
Sandra & Stephen Lachter, Shana & Robert
Zucker, Sonya Gichner, Estate of Estelle Jacobs.
Anne Rosenzweig by Sandy Bieber & Luinda
Rosenzweig. Rabbi Holtzblatt for being selected
as one of The Forward’s 50 of 2020 by Rhoda
Ganz. Hannah Danin becoming a bat mitzvah by
Robert Danin & Jeannette Thomas.
In Appreciation Of: Rabbi Holtzblatt by Roger
& Renée Fendrich. Rabbi Holtzblatt for the
assistance and comfort rendered at the time of
my husband, Michael’s, passing by Joyce Stern.
In Gratitude To: Rabbi Holtzblatt by Rabbi Gila
Coleman Ruskin.
On Behalf Of: The synagogue by anonymous
donor.
With Thanks For: Adas’s streamed services by Lisa
Leff. Yom Kippur streaming service by Ricki & Joe
Rosenberg.
In Memory Of: Gertrude & Joseph Bieber &
William Rosenzweig by Linda Rosenzweig &
Sandy Bieber. Isidore Cross by Alan & Diane
Cross. Larry Nussdorf by Charles & Deborah
Both, Lois & Michael Fingerhut. Michael Cramer
by Miriam Cramer. Estelle Jacobs by Susan &
Richard Ugelow. Sophie Tersoff by Susan Tersoff
& David Margolies.
Rabbi Krinsky Discretionary Fund
In Honor Of: Rabbi Krinsky by Andrew Cohen,
Lauren Queen, Lieberman-Diamond family,
Lilah Pomerance, Mark & Diane Novick,Sandra
& Stephen Lachter, Stephen Horblitt. Anne
Rosenzweig by Linda Rosenzweig & Sandy Bieber.

In Appreciation Of: Rabbi Krinsky by Roger &
Renée Fendrich. Rabbi Krinsky for the assistance
and comfort rendered at the time of my husband,
Michael’s, passing by Joyce Stern.
With Thanks For: Yom Kippur streaming service by
Ricki & Joe Rosenberg.
With Thanks To: Sarah Krinsky by the Levitan/
Stein family.
In Memory Of: Isidore Cross by Alan & Diane
Cross. Gertrude & Joseph Bieber & William
Rosenzweig, all by Linda Rosenzweig & Sandy
Bieber.
Rabbi Solomon Discretionary Fund
In Honor Of: Emma Rose by Melanie Oberman &
Ben Winston.
Rabbi Stanley Rabinowitz History Fund
In Memory Of: Estelle Jacobs by Carole Lerner.
Ruth Chernikoff by Stacie Shapero, Paul Shapero
& Lisa Shapero Merkin. Sylvia Colbreuner by
Sylvia Eisenberg.
Return Again Service Fund
In Memory Of: Larry Nussdorf by Rob Satloff.
Rise & Ronald Schlesinger Music Fund
In Memory Of: Estelle Jacobs by Steven
Rosenthal.
Rose R. Freudberg Sisterhood Memorial Library
Fund
On Behalf Of: Library by Sonya Gichner.
In Memory Of: Estelle Jacobs, Allan Fried by
Adrian & Annette Morchower.
Jack Rayman by Carol Ansell. Norman
Freudberg, Bea Lipshutz, Jack Rayman, Michael
Marion, Milly Rosen, Estelle Jacobs, & Ethel
Goldberg, all by Elinor Tattar.
Jack Rayman by Harry & Judy Melamed, Jessie
Melamed Brinsfield. Estelle Jacobs by Judith
& Harry Melamed, Madelyn Shapiro, Melanie
Nussdorf. David M. Promisel & Nathan Promisel
by Larry & Myra Promisel.
Rothstein Family Israel College Scholarship Fund
In Memory Of: Ralph Rothstein by Robin &
Robert Berman.
Samuel & Sadie Lebowitz Israel Scholarship Fund
In Loving Memory Of: Ruth Chernikoff & Jack
Rayman by Marky & Bo Kirsch.
Sandra & Clement Alpert Fund for Family Education
In Memory Of: Jerome Sorcher & Joseph S. Kahn
by Alan & Dale Sorcher. Irma Lee Ettinger by
Cindy & Glenn Easton.
Sarah & William Pittleman Special Needs Fund
In Honor Of: Debby Joseph by Wendy & Don
Kates.
Shelley Remer Gan Hayeled Enrichment Fund
In Honor Of: Carolyn Rogers & the Dubim class
by Renée & Roger Fendrich.
Mazel Tov To: David Satloff, Emma Levine, Rafi
Fox & Theodora Safran Foer on becoming b’nai
mitzvah, all by Shelley Remer.
In Memory Of: Jack Rayman by Shelley & Stewart
Remer, Sheri Brown.
Sisterhood Donations
In Memory Of: Estelle Jacobs by Cindy & Glenn
Easton. Ginger Marx by Erin Brown.
Social Action Fund
In Honor Of: Courtney Tisch by LiebermanDiamond Family.
On Behalf Of: Adas Israel’s social action programs
by Lydia & Sandy Parnes. The synagogue by Toby
Dershowitz.
In Memory Of: Anne Buring by Benjamin Buring.
Beatrice & Leonard Toiv by Helene Toiv. Elyse
Kaye by James Bell. Richard Cohen by Kathy
Krieger. Noah Mass by Michael, Mindy, Ruby &
Sender. Syd Leventhal by Mike Madden & Mindy
Saraco. Estelle Jacobs by Paul & Sheryl Tilles.
Blanche Banov by Stuart & Jamie Butler. Larry

Nussdorf by Susan & Richard Ugelow. Sidney S.
Sachs by Susan Sachs Goldman.
Solomon Metz Memorial Library Fund
In Memory Of: Edward S. Ackerman by Andrew &
Tara Ackerman.
Sophie & Howard Karl Amchin Memorial Fund
On Behalf Of: The synagogue by Wayne Amchin.
Sophie Silfen Shalom Tinok Fund
In Memory Of: Pierina Vozzella, Larry Nussdorf
by April Rubin & Bruce Ray.
Staff Gift Fund
In Honor Of: Adas Israel Staff by Alan Roth &
Michael Rodgers, Audrey & Ron Hoffer, Nechama
& Billy Liss-Levinson, Rabbi Jan Caryl Kaufman,
Russell & Judith Smith, Sandra & Steve Lachter,
Sheldon Kimmel, Susan & Richard Ugelow, the
Lieberman-Diamond family. Team Adas by Judy &
Brian Madden.
On Behalf Of: Adas Israel staff by Leah Chanin,
Norah Schwartz & James McRae, Ricki Gerger.
In Loving Memory Of: Daniel Kweller by Ronnie
Kweller.
In Memory Of: Jimmy Young by Cindy & Glenn
Easton & family.
Susan & Robert Klein Seniors Fund
In Memory Of: Louis Wineburg by Judith & Harry
Melamed.
Susan Linowes Allen Memorial Music Fund
In Memory Of: Estelle Jacobs by Steven
Rosenthal.
Traditional Minyan Kiddush Fund
On Behalf Of: The synagogue by Irene & Richard
Spiro.
In Appreciation Of: Baruch Weiss by Bruce A. Ray
& April Rubin.
In Memory Of: Larry Nussdorf & Filbert Bejanaro
by Bill Levenson.
Tzedakah Fund
On Behalf Of: The synagogue by Ricki Gerger.
In Loving Memory Of: Jack Rayman by Melanie
Nussdorf.
In Memory Of: Reuben Isaac Wolfson by Charles
& Nancy Wolfson. Janet Streicher by Cindy &
Glenn Easton. Irving Gerger, Sylvia Brown, &
Naomi Roth, all by Ricki Gerger.
Yizkor/Yahrzeit Fund
In Memory Of: Benjamin Roth by Alan Roth.
Abraham & Yetta Chiswick by Barry & Carmel
Chiswick. Julius & Shirley Epstein by Beverly
Epstein. Frances & Morris Gewirz & James Kline
by Bill & Norma Kline Tiefel. David Fibus by
Carole Lerner. Ralph Kramer, Filbert Bejarano
by Cheryl & Sheldon Cohen. Dr. Irving & Estelle
Jacobs by Daniel Alan Balsam. Arlene Feiger by
Jonathan Feiger & Nancy Laben. Leonard Hardis
by Jonathan Hardis. Syd Leventhal by Judy &
Brian Madden. Miriam Yakobi by Lev Gilboa.
Chayim Davarashvilli by Margaret Gilboa. Fred
Horowitz by Michael & Alexandra Horowitz. Dr.
Charles & Davida Lenhoff & Jacob & Mollie
Spund, all by Myra Wolf. Ruth E. Mazo by Patricia
Karp. Rose Leibowitz & Sylvia Weinstein by Paul
& Bunny Weinstein. Mary & Al Tempchin by Phyllis
Schwartz.
Stanley Kaufman, Alice Kravetz Deutch, Sarah
Seldin Deutch, all by Rabbi Jan Caryl Kaufman.
Anne Karp by Sharon & Herb Schwartz. Janet
Streicher by Sheldon & Cheryl Cohen. Joseph
Levy by Stanley Zupnik.
Young Professionals
In Honor Of: Marriage of Micah Ramsey & Bryan
Schwartz by Jonah Richmond & David Olson.
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